Enroll in Tzivos Hashem!

Tzivos Hashem is an Army of boys and girls from all over the world, children just like yourself, who want to act with kindness, show concern for others, and do Torah deeds.

When you enroll in Tzivos Hashem, you start out as a Private. As you do more good deeds and complete more valuable Mitzvah points, you'll be upgraded to the rank of corporal, and then to sergeant, captain and other ranks, until you eventually become a General!

If any single letter of the Torah's 304,805 letters is missing, the whole Torah scroll will be uncoiled and pulled apart, and it will be impossible to read what's the most important letter in the Torah! Think about that.

Now imagine all the Jewish people as one Torah scroll. Each person, big or small, rich or poor, a pious scholar or just a simple Jew, is one letter.

In the beginning G-d created the heavens and the earth.

And it was so. And G-d saw that it was good, and there was evening and morning—a Sabbath.
Dear Fellow Jew,
Welcome to The Great Parade!
We are so glad that you are here today to celebrate Lag B’omer, joining us in this great display of Jewish Unity. This guide can help you make the most of your day. We are sure that this will be an unforgettable experience. Join us as we march forward in our salute to Jewish pride. We hope you enjoy your day! Thank you for coming!

Use the Seating map to help you find your assigned seating area.

Did you hear the news? What's going on town?
Uncle Moishe Live Performance!

WELCOME

9:00AM T-Shirt & Wristband Pick-Up
312 Kingston Avenue
Corner Kingston Avenue and President St.

10:00AM The Great Concert
Monochoral Ben David, Annah Fried

10:30AM The Twelve Pesukim
Tal Paradies recited by students in Torah Hashem — G-d’s Army

10:45AM Video Presentation
The Lubavitcher Rebbe addressing the Lag B’omer Parade

11:00AM The Great Parade
Themed Parade accompanied by Annah Fried, MBD, Benny Friedman and Uncle Moishe.

11:30AM The Great March
Led by the US Armed Forces and the high ranking soldiers in Torah Hashem — G-d’s Army. All Groups will march in the following order:
11:45AM Children with Special Needs.
12:00AM Kindergartners and Playgroups.
12:15PM Community Groups.
12:30PM Elementary Schools.
10:00PM Girls Elementary Schools.

PLEASE DO NOT LEAVE YOUR SEATS UNTIL IT IS YOUR GROUP’S TURN TO MARCH.

11:00PM-7:00PM The Great Fair
Kingston Ave. & East New York Ave.

OPEN HOURS:

9:00AM – 7:00PM

ARRIVAL INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Gates 1-6: Arrive using Brooklyn Avenue
2. Gates 7-10: Arrive using Albany Avenue (corner of East New York Ave.)

Admission: Free

Doors open at 10 PM... later concert

Arrive early for the best seating

DIRECTIONS:

New York City Subway:

• Head to Avenue C and 9th St.
• Take the F, M, 2, 3 trains

Public Buses:

• M2, M3, M5, M42

ARRIVAL INSTRUCTIONS:

2. Gates 7-10: Arrive using Albany Avenue.

Seating areas & Marching Order:

1. Start with the General Public in Gates 1-6
2. Gates 7-10.

ARRIVAL INSTRUCTIONS:

Take a look at the Schedule to see what The Great Parade has in store for you.